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Method for optimizing mobile wireless communications routed across plural interconnected

networks

(57) A telecommunication system routes real-time

information traffic from an originating digital radio unit

served by an originating network to a terminating unit

served by a terminating network via an intermediate

network interconnecting the originating and terminating

networks. The originating digital radio unit has an

encoder/decoder (e.g., a vocoder) for generating digital

wireless frames from information that is input thereto.

The originating network includes an originating node

with an encoder/decoder for performing wireless-spe-

cific conversion of the digital wireless frames to digital

wireline (e.g., PCM) traffic. The intermediate network

includes an originating-end interlace node with an

encoder/decoder for compressing the digital wireline

traffic for transport across the intermediate network.

Optimization of communications routed between the

originating and terminating units is achieved by routing

the digital wireless frames without wireless-specific con-

version being performed at the originating node of the

originating network nor compression conversion being

performed at the originating-end interface node of the
'

intermediate network, such that the rate of information

traffic throughput is maximized.
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Description

Field Of The Invention

[0001] This invention relates to wireless communi-

cations, including mobile wireless communications over

cellular telephone systems. The invention further

relates to real-time (e.g., voice, multimedia, etc.) com-

munications across multiple networks. More particu-

larly, the invention concerns a method for optimizing

real-time communications routed from one mobile wire-

less unit to another, or from a mobile wireless unit to a

wireline unit, across plural interconnected networks,

and especially between a circuit-oriented voice network

and a data network implementing connectionless net-

work layer diagram routing.

Description Of The Prior Art

[0002] Considerable attention has been directed

toward the implementation of real-time communication

across computer data networks, and particularty the

ability to route voice traffic to and from the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). There has been
related interest in using so-called Voice over IP (VoIP)

solutions to facilitate voice communication between

originating and terminating PSTN end points, using the

Internet for long haul routing while substantially bypass-

ing the PSTN. Similar proposals have been made for

routing voice traffic as ATM packets over Asynchronous

Transfer Mode (ATM) networks (VoATM).

[0003] Traditionally, voice calls are transported

entirely over the end-to-end, circuit-based PSTN. For

PSTN bypassing applications, it has been proposed

that PCM voice traffic be processed into IP (or ATM)
packets, transported over the Internet (or ATM network),

and then processed back to PCM voice. To facilitate

such call routing, the originating and terminating End
Office (EO) switches can be connected to PSTN/IP (or

PSTN/ATM) gateways that reside as hosts on the IP (or

ATM) network. Based on the called number or other sig-

naling indicator, the EO switches route certain calls

through the IP (or ATM) gateways instead of the PSTN.

[0004] It would be desirable if the foregoing VoIP

topology could be used by mobile wireless telephone

subscribers as well as wireline users. For example, a

wireless gateway interconnecting a Mobile Switching

Center (MSC) and an IP or ATM network would enable

wireless traffic to be routed outside of the PSTN. How-
ever, inefficiencies would be introduced due to the

delays inherent in wireless environments. These delays

are particularly acute in digital wireless systems where

voice encoder/decoders (vocoders) in the mobile radio

units are used to digitize (and compress) analog voice

signals of fixed duration (e.g., 20 ms). The sampled

input is converted into corresponding digital wireless

frames for air interface transmission according to a wire-

less-specific vocoding standard, such as one of the

algorithms for TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access),

CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) or GSM (Global

System for Mobile Communications) mobile networks. A
receiving-end vocoder in the MSC (or in a Base Station

5 (BS)) decompresses the digital wireless frames and
converts the information into digital wireline traffic in

accordance with an uncompressed encoding format

such as PCM (Pulse Code Modulation). If the PCM traf-

fic is routed to an originating PSTN/IP gateway for trans-

jo mission across the Internet, vocoding would typically

again be performed to compress the information for

improved IP transport efficiency. The terminating

PSTN/IP gateway would then reconvert the com-
pressed information into uncompressed PCM traffic to

j5 be sent to the terminating EO. In all, there would be four

vocoding steps for every transmission between a mobile

wireless unit and a remote wireline unit, if the remote

unit is another mobile wireless unit, there would be six

vocoding operations performed. The delays produced

20 by these vocoding operations may be unacceptable to

users.

[0005] Accordingly, there is a need in a rnobile wire-

less communication system for a method of optimizing

voice or other real-time wireless communications routed

25 across plural interconnected networks without the

above-described inefficiencies. What is required is a

communication method that eliminates the overhead

associated with repeated encoding/decoding (e:g., voc-

oding) steps so as to improve call throughput efficiency

30 and minimize transmission delays.

Summary Of The Invention

[0006] A method for optimizing mobile wireless

35 communication across plural interconnected networks

provides a novel solution to the foregoing problem. In

accordance with the inventive method, a telecommuni-

cation system routes real-time information traffic from

an originating digital radio unit served by an originating

40 network to a terminating unit (which could also be a dig-

ital radio) served by a terminating network, via an inter-

mediate network that interconnects the originating and
terminating networks. The originating and terminating

networks could be one and the same, or they could be
45 independent networks. The intermediate network could

be any suitable telecommunication network. The origi-

nating digital radio unit communicates with the originat-

ing network via an originating node. This originating

node, in turn, communicates with an originating-end

so interface node in the intermediate network. These
nodes would typically be situated remotely from each
other, but could also be co-located. The terminating unit

communicates with the terminating network via a termi-

nating node. This terminating node, in turn, communi-
55 cates with a terminating-end interface node in the

intermediate network. Again, these nodes could be co-

located together or situated remotely from each other.

[0007] The originating digital radio unit has an
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encoder/decoder (e.g., a vocoder) for generating digital

'

wireless frames from information input to the radio unit.

The originating node of the originating network contains

an encoder/decoder for converting the digital wireless

frames into digital wireline, e.g., PCM, traffic. The origi-

nating-end interface node of the Intermediate network

contains an encoder/decoder for converting the digital

^wireline traffic received from the originating node of the

"originating network into compressed digital wireline traf-

fic. Optimization of communications routed between the

originating radio unit and the terminating unit is

achieved by routing the former units digital wireless

frames without further encoding or decoding through at

least the originating node of the originating network,

and preferably through both the originating node of the

originating network and the originating-end interface

node of the intermediate network, such that the rate of

information traffic throughput is maximized.

[0008] In preferred embodiments of the invention,

the originating and terminating networks are part of a

single telephone network, such as the PSTN, and the

intermediate network is a computer data network that

routes information using a network layer datagram pro-

tocol such as IP, a link layer protocol such as ATM, or

both. The originating node in the originating network is

preferably a cellular network MSC or MSC/BS combina-

tion (if vocoding is performed at the BS). The terminat-

ing node in the terminating network is preferably a

terminating EC- serving a terminating wireline unit, or a

cellular network MSC or MSC/BS combination serving a

terminating wireless unit. The originating-end and termi-

nating-end interface nodes of the intermediate network

are preferably network gateway platforms implementing

a multimedia protocol such as H.323 or any other suita-

ble standard. The originating MSC and the terminating

EO or MSC would typically connect thereto via Tl or El

trunks carrying time division-multiplexed digital wireline

traffic.

[0009] When the digital wireless frames transmitted

by the originating digital radio unit are received at the

originating BS or MSC, the usual wireless-specific con-

version into digital wireline traffic is not performed.

Instead, the digital wireless frames are routed to the

originating network gateway. The usual compression

_ conversion performed at the originating network gate-

P way is also eliminated and the digital wireless frames

are encapsulated into network datagram packets for

routing to the terminating network gateway, it is at the

latter gateway that the second wireless-specific encod-

ing/decoding operation is preferably performed to con-

vert the digital wireless frames into digital wireline

frames. These digital wireline frames are routed onto

the trunk extending between the terminating network

gateway and the terminating EO or MSC. At the termi-

nating EO or MSC, the digital wireline frames can be

further processed depending on the nature of the termi-

nating unit, (i.e., whether it is a wireless or wireline, dig-

ital or analog device).

Brief Description Of The Drawing

[0010] The foregoing and other features and advan-

tages of the invention will be apparent from the following

5 more particular description of a preferred embodiment

of the invention, as illustrated in the accompanying

Drawing, in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing relevant portions

io of an exemplary telecommunication system for

routing telephone calls between wireline subscrib-

ers in the PSTN across an interconnected data net-

work;

is Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a first exemplary

telecommunication system for routing telephone

calls from a wireless subscriber to a wireline sub-

scriber in the PSTN across an interconnected data

network; and

20

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a'second exem-

plary telecommunication system, incorporating the

method of the present invention, for routing tele-

phone calls from a wireless subscriber to a wireline

25 subscriber in the PSTN across an interconnected

data network.

Detailed Description Of The Preferred Embodiment

30 [001 1 ] Turning now to the figures, wherein like refer-

ence numerals represent like elements in all of the sev-

eral views. Fig. 1 illustrates an exemplary

telecommunication system 2 for routing telephone calls

between wireline subscriber units 4 and 6 in a PSTN 8

35 across an intermediate data network 1 0 implementing a
network layer protocol, such as IP, or a link layer proto-

col such as ATM, or both. The PSTN B includes EOs 12

and 1 4 that serve the wireline subscriber units 4 and 6,

respectively. Each EO 1 2 and 1 4 is connected via a con-

40 ventional local loop subscriber line 16 to a respective

one of the wireline subscriber units 4 and 6. As is

known, the subscriber lines 16 would be typically imple-

mented using two-element twisted pair wires carrying

analog information or basic rate ISDN (BRI) digital infor-

45 mation, depending on the configuration of the wire line

subscriber units 4 and 6. Communication between the

PSTN 8 and the EOs 12 and 14 would typically utilize

trunk groups 18 carrying PCM digital voice traffic on

multiplexed channels at a primary rate of 1 .544 Mbps
so (Ti). 2.048 Mbps (E1), or better.

[0012] The PSTN 8 provides the normal call com-

munication path between the wireline subscriber units 4
and 6. As shown in Fig. 1, it is also possible to bypass

the PSTN 8 using the data network 10. There are many
55 architectures that could be used to support VoIP (or

VoATM) on behalf of the wireline subscribers 4 and 6.

Fig. 1 illustrates one such architecture in which the EOs
12 and 14 are respectively connected via T1 or E1 trunk

3
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groups 20 to a pair of data network gateways 22 and 24.

The gateways 22 and 24 reside as hosts on the data

network 10. They provide VoIP (or VoATM) services on

behalf of the wireline subscriber units 4 and 6 and other

users (not shown) communicating over the data network 5

10.

[0013] During VoIP (or VoATM) communications

between the wireline subscribers 4 and 6. PCM traffic is

routed from the EOs 12 and 14 to the respective gate-

ways 22 and 24 for routing across the data network 10. ;

The usual intelligent network database resources (not

shown) of the PSTN can be used to determine the rout-

ing of calls over the data network 10.

[0014] The 7R/E Toll-Tandem ™ gateway system

from Lucent Technologies Inc. represents one exem-

plary product that could be used to implement the gate-

ways 22 and 24. The 7R/E Toll-Tandem ™ gateway is

built in accordance with the AH.323" specification,

which is the recommended ITU protocol standard for

real-time multimedia communications and conferencing

over and across existing infrastructures such as

LAN/WANs, the Internet or any other topology where

IP/ATM communication is supported.

[0015] An H.323 gateway maintains compatibility

with existing protocols for audio, video, and data trans-

lation, conversion and transfer, as well as media control

and call signaling. Signaling is processed by a signaling

gateway function (not shown) which can be either inte-

grated with the H.323 gateway or provided by a sepa-

rate element An H.323 gateway supports functions

such as voice compression, PSTN-to-IP protocol map-

ping, real-time facsimile modulation/demodulation, call

signaling support, control channel messages, media

control, multiplexing and audio transcoding. Each H.323

gateway further implements a protocol stack in which

the above-described audio, video, data, control and sig-

naling protocols are layered above the TCP or UDP
transport layer, which Itself sits above the network layer.

IP encapsulation of non-IP formatted information is thus

facilitated to enable routing across the IP network

served by the H.323 gateway.

[0016] The default vocoding protocol for the H.323

is G.723.1 (or G.729). These are voice compression

protocols in which lower bit rate sampling is used in

comparison to the current 56 Kbps rate for PCM encod-

ing used In the PSTN. Thus, when digital wireline

frames are routed in Fig. 1 from the EOs 12 and 14 to

the gateways 22 and 24, vocoding is typically performed

in the gateways in accordance with the G.723.1 or

G.729 compression standard. Other vocoding protocols

supported by H.323 are G.722. G.72B and the G.711

[0017] If it is desired to implement VoIP (or VoATM)
routing for wireless voice communication across the

data network 10, the topology shown in Fig. 2 could be

used. This topology essentially reuses the architecture

implemented for the wireline environment of Fig. 1, and

includes the gateways 22 and 24 providing the above-

described H.323 gateway functions at both ends of the

data network 10. A mobile radio unit 30, which is

assumed to be a cellular telephone or personal commu-
nication system (PCS) device, communicates with a cell

base station 32. It is further assumed that the radio unit

30 is a digital device that includes a wireless-specific •

vocoder for converting analog voice input into digital

wireless frames. By way of example, the input informa-

tion could be converted into digits! wireless frames

using a TDMA-specific vocoding standard such as the

Algebraic Code Excited Linear Predictive (ACELP)

algorithm, or a CDMA-specific standard such as the

Enhanced Variable Rate Codec (EVRC) algorithm. A
GSM vocoding algorithm could also be used.

; [0018] As is known in the art, the above-described

digital wireless frames typically include an information

field containing speech coder bits (also known as a vec-

tor or codeword) corresponding to a voice sample of

fixed duration (e.g., a 20 ms voice sample). The speech

3 coder bits may be followed by an error correction field

containing error correction bits. These fields are typi-

cally appended and/or prepended with additional physi-

cal framing bits to form composite frames. Persons

skilled in the art will appreciate that the term frame" is

s sometimes used in a somewhat different sense to refer

to a repeating sequence of logical channels (e.g., time

slots) assigned to multiple mobile units, with each logi-

cal channel (or a channel pair) containing the above-

described bit fields for a specific mobile unit. To avoid

o ambiguity, the term Adig'ital wireless frame' will be

understood to represent an information unit containing

at least the above-described information field containing

speech coder bits (or bits that encode other forms of

real-time information input, such as multimedia), and
is which may also include additional overhead bits, such

as the above-described error correction bits and physi-

cal framing bits.

[001 9] The digital wireless frames generated by the

radio unit 30 are received at the base station 32 and
w routed via a broadband pipe 36 (carrying digital wireless

frames for multiple radio units) to a mobile switching

center 34, A second wireless-specific vocoding opera-

tion is performed in the mobile switching center 34 (if

not previously performed at the base station 32) to

«s decode the digital wireless frames and recover the voice

information carried therein. If an ECC field is present, it

is processed (prior to vocoding) using an appropriate

error correction algorithm (e.g., a cyclic error control

code or the like). The received information is converted

so to the usual PCM digital wireline format, and the result-

ant PCM traffic is placed onto a trunk for routing to the

gateway 22.

[0020] For non-VoIP (or VoATM) applications, the

PCM traffic would be routed to the PSTN 8 via the trunk

55 group 40. For VoIP or VoATM applications, the PCM
traffic is routed to the gateway 22. As previously

described, a third vocoding step (compression) would

ordinarily be performed at the gateway 22 (if the H.323

4
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protocol is used) in order to convert the uncompressed

PCM traffic into a compressed, low bit rate coding for-

mat in accordance with a protocol such as G.723.1 or

G.729. A fourth vocoding step (uncompression) would

then be performed at the gateway 24 to convert the <

compressed PCM traffic back to its uncompressed for-

mat. Thus, a total of four vocoding steps would be per-

Jiormed by the time the voice information originally input

to the mobile radio unit 30 leaves the gateway 24. If the

subscriber unit 6 is a wireline device, no further vocod-

ing would be required. If, however, the subscriber unit 6

were a wireless device, two additional vocoding steps

would be required, one at a BS or MSC (not shown) that

supports the subscriber unit 6, and the other in the sub-

scriber unit 6 itself.

[0021] These many vocoding steps could result in

potential performance and quality issues. For example,

if it is assumed that there is a 115 msec, delay in the

radio access network formed by the radio unit 30, the

base station 32 and the mobile switching center 34 (due

in part to the two wireless-specific vocoding operations),

a 40 to 100 msec, delay between the gateways 22 and

24 (depending on compression vocoding operations,

the distance between both gateways, packet data and

system buffering size, etc.), and a less than 10 msec,

delay in the wireline access network formed by the EO

1 4 and the subscriber unit 6, then the total delay would

be about 1 65 to 225 msec. Based on a history of mobile

operational studies, a one-way transmission delay of

zero is rated as AGood® voice quality, and a delay of

250 msec, is rated as AFair® voice quality. Therefore, a

wireless VoIP or (VoATM) call in the telecommunication

system of Fig. 2 should be expected to exhibit better

than Fair quality, but not Good quality. A longer delay

(270 to 330 msec) could occur for mobile-to-mobile

VoIP (or VoATM) calls because another 115 msec for

vocoding delay, instead of the 1 0 msec wireline delay, is

added to the total delay duration.

[0022] In order to improve communication perform-

ance and quality, it is proposed that the telecommunica-

tion system of Fig. 3 be implemented to optimize the

wireless VoIP (or VoATM) application. In Fig. 3, wire^

less-specific vocoding is performed in the call originat-

ing radio unit 30 as usual. However, the wireless-

specific vocoding normally performed at the mobile

f switching center 34 (or tl !) to convert

the digital wireless frames received from the radio unit

30 into PCM traffic is eliminated. Instead, the digital

wireless frames are placed directly onto the trunk 38

(with appropriate segmentation and multiplexing being

performed as necessary to accommodate multiple

users) and routed from the mobile switching center 34

to the gateway 22. The gateway 22 will be referred to

hereinafter as the originating-end gateway.

[0023] At the originating-end gateway 22, the digital

wireless frames are received from the trunk 38. How-

ever, the vocoding compression operation normally per-

formed at the originating-end gateway 22 is eliminated,

and the digital wireless frames are encapsulated within

network packets (e.g., IP or ATM packets) for transport

across the data network 1 0. The network packet-encap-

sulated digital wireless frames are then routed across

the data network 1 0 from the originating-end gateway

22 to the gateway 24, which will be referred to as the ter-

minating-end gateway. At the terminating-end gateway

24, the digital wireless frames are unencapsulated from

the network packets. It is then that a second wireless-

o specific vocoding operation is performed (preferably by

the gateway 24) to convert the digital wireless frames

into PCM traffic.

[0024] The PCM traffic output by the terminating-

end gateway 24 is routed across the trunk 20 to the EO
is 14, which serves as a terminating EO on behalf of the

subscriber unit 6, representing the call terminating unit.

At the EO 14, the PCM traffic is either routed in digital

form to the terminating unit 6, if it is a digital device, or

converted to analog form, if the terminating unit 6 is an

20 analog device, such as a telephone. Alternatively, if the

terminating unit is a mobile radio unit, an MSC (not

shown) would be substituted for the EO 14.

[0025] The telecommunication system of Fig. 3 pro-

vides improved performance and quality because dou-

25 ble vocoding in the mobile switching center 34 (or the

base station 32) and the originating-end gateway 22 is

eliminated. The digital wireless frames generated by the

radio unit 30, which are in a compressed format, are

carried over the data network 1 0 without further encod-

30 Ing or decoding until they reach the terminating-end

gateway 24 connected to the terminating EO 14. The

digital wireless frames are only converted from their

wireless-specific form at this gateway. Only two vocod-

ing operations are thus required, one in the originating

35 mobile radio unit 30 and the other at the terminating-

end gateway 24. In a still further configuration, where

the subscriber unit 6 is a digital radio unit implementing

the same vocoding algorithm as the radio unit 30, It

maybe possible to defer the second vocoding step until

ao the digital wireless frames reach this unifs vocoding cir-

cuit.

[0026] Although the digital wireless frames received

at the mobile switching center 34 may be stripped of

their physical framing bits, processed by error correction

45 coding circuitry, and segmented and multiplexed for

wireline transmission over the trunk 38, if will be appre-

ciated by persons skilled in the art that none of opera-

tions constitutes "vocoding® or "encoding/decoding" as

described herein. Such operations are relatively easy to

so perform and require significantly less time to implement

than either the wireless-specific vocoding operation nor-

mally performed at the mobile switching center 34 (or

the base station 32), or the vocoding compression oper-

ation normally performed at the originating gateway 22.

55 [0027] Insofar as a wireless-specific vocoding algo-

rithm needs to be negotiated and implemented at the

radio unit 30 and the terminating-end gateway 24 (in

accordance with the preferred embodiment), the termi-

5
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nating-end gateway 24 needs to be conventionally pro-

grammed to execute such negotiation and implement

the vocoding algorithm itself; In, order to negotiate the

vocoding algorithm, the terminating gateway 24 could

be linked to the existing network signaling system (i.e., .

the SS7 network) of the PSTN 8. This linkage could be

either a direct connection from the terminating gateway

24 to the SS7 network infrastructure, or an indirect con-

nection via an H.323 gatekeeper (not shown). As will be

understood by persons skilled in the art, these signaling

connections will normally already exist in order to imple-

ment the traffic connections and call management

required to set up and maintain the VoIP (or VoATM)

call. To execute the wireless-specific vocoding algo-

rithm, the existing vocoding negotiation capability of the

terminating gateway 24 (used for vocoding negotiation

with other gateways) can be expanded to encompass

one or more wireless-specific algorithms, such as

ACELP or EVRC. Other wireless vocoding schemes,

such as those implemented in accordance with the

GSM standard, could also be used.

[0028] Accordingly, a method for optimizing wire-

less communications routed across plural intercon-

nected networks has been described. While various

embodiments have been disclosed, it should be appar-

ent that many variations and alternative embodiments

could be implemented in accordance with the invention.

It is understood, therefore, that the invention is not to be

in any way limited except in accordance with the

appended claims.

Claims

1 . I n a telecommunication system for routing real-time

information traffic from an originating digital radio

unit served by an originating network to a terminat-

ing unit served by a terminating network, via an

intermediate network interconnecting said originat-

ing network and said terminating network, the orig-

inating digital radio unit having an encoder/decoder

for generating digital wireless frames from informa-

tion that is input thereto, said originating network

having an originating node with an

encoder/decoder for converting said digital wireless

frames to digital wireline traffic, and said intermedi-

ate network including an originating-end interface

node with an encoder/decoder for converting said

digital wireline traffic into compressed digital wire-

line traffic, a method for optimizing communications

routed between the originating and terminating

units, comprising:

2. A method in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said

digital wireless frames are routed without compres-

sion conversion being performed thereon at said

originating-end interface node of said intermediate

; network.

3. A method in accordance with Claim 2 wherein wire-

less-specific conversion of said digital wireless

frames to digital wireline traffic is deferred until said

jo digital wireless frames pass through at least said

originating node of said originating network and

said originating-end interface node of said interme-

diate network.

is 4. A method in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said

terminating unit is a digital radio unit and wireless-

specific conversion of said digital wireless frames to

digital wireline traffic is deferred until said digital

wireless frames reach said terminating unit.

20

5. A method in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said

intermediate network includes a terminating-end

interface node and said terminating network

includes a terminating node connected to said ter-

25 minating unit, and wherein said terminating-end

interface node of said intermediate network:

receives said digital wireless frames from said

originating-end interface node of said interme-

30 diate network;

performs wireless-specific conversion to con-

vert said digital wireless frames to

35 digital wireline traffic; and

routes said digital wireline traffic to said termi-

nating node in said terminating network.

40 6. A method in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said

originating unit is a cellular telephone transmitting

voice information that has been vocoded using a

TDMA-specific, CDMA-specific, or GSM-specific

vocoding algorithm.

45

7. A method in accordance with Claim 5 wherein said

originating network is a circuit-switched telephone

network and said originating node in said originat-

ing network is a mobile switching center or a base

so station-mobile switching center combination serv-

ing said originating digital radio unit

routing said digital wireless frames without

wireless-specific conversion to digital wireline

traffic at said originating node of said originat- 55

ing network, whereby the rate of information

traffic throughput from said originating unit to

said terminating unit is increased.

A method in accordance with Claim 5 wherein said

intermediate network is a computer data network;

wherein said originating-end and terminating-end

interface nodes in said intermediate network are

network gateways, and wherein said digital wireless

frames are routed as datagram packets across said

6
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intermediate network.

9. A method in accordance with Claim 5 wherein said

terminating node in said terminating network is

either an end office or a mobile switching center s

serving said terminating unit.

fco. A method in accordance with Claim 1 wherein said

digital wireline traffic comprises Pulse Code Modu-

lated (PCM) information. 10

11. In a telecommunication system for routing real-time

information traffic between an originating digital

radio unit served by a first network across an inter-

connected second network to a terminating unit is

served by a third network (which may be the same

as said first network), a method for optimizing com-

munications routed between the originating and ter-

minating units, comprising:
20

receiving digital wireless frames generated by

said originating unit at a first node in said first

network;

routing said digital wireless frames from said 25

first node in said first network to a first node in

said second network;

routing said digital wireless frames from said

first node in said second network to a second 30

node in said second network; and

decoding said digital wireless frames into dig-

ital wireline traffic at said second node in said

second network for transport to said terminat- 35

ing unit via a first node in said third network.

12. A method in accordance with Claim 1 1 wherein said

terminating unit is a wireline unit.

40

13. A method in accordance with Claim 1 2 wherein said

terminating unit is a wireless unit.

1 4. A method in accordance with Claim 1 3 wherein said• first and third networks comprise a single switched

telephone network and said digital wireless frames

are first received from said originating unit at a cel-

lular base station in said first network and then

routed to a mobile switching center constituting said

first node in said first network.

15. A method in accordance with Claim 1 1 wherein said

digital wireless frames comprise voice information

that is encoded using a TDMA-specific vocoding

algorithm.

16. A method in accordance with Claim 1 1 wherein said

digital wireless frames comprise voice information

that is encoded using a CDMA-specific vocoding

algorithm.

17. A method in accordance with Claim 1 1 wherein said

digital wireless frames comprise voice information

that is encoded using a GSM-specific vocoding

algorithm.

18. A method in accordance with Claim 1 1 wherein said

digital wireline traffic comprises Pulse Code Modu-

lated (PCM) information.

19. A method in accordance with Claim 1 1 wherein said

. second network is a computer data network, said

first and second nodes in said second network are

data network gateways, and said digital wireless

frames are routed as Internet Protocol (IP) packets

or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) packets

across said second network.

20. A method in accordance with Claim 1 9 wherein said

first node in said first network is a mobile switching

center and is co-located with said first node in said

second network to provide an originating mobile

wireless gateway.

21. A method in accordance with Claim 20 wherein said

terminating unit is a digital radio unit, and wherein

said first node in said third network is a mobile

switching center and is co-located with said second

node in said second network to provide a terminat-

ing mobile wireless gateway.

22. A method in accordance with Claim 1 1 wherein said

first network is a telephone network and said origi-

nating unit is a cellular telephone transmitting voice

information that is vocoded using a TDMA-specific,

a CDMA-specific, or a GSM-specific vocoding algo-

23. In a telecommunication system including (1) a tele-

phone network having a first (mobile) switching

center serving an originating digital mobile radio

unit and a second switching center serving a termi-

nating wireless or wireline unit, and (2) a data net-

work having a first gateway interconnected to the

first (mobile) switching center and a second gate-

way interconnected to the second switching center,

a method for optimizing the routing of voice (or

other real-time information) traffic between the orig-

inating digital mobile radio unit across the data net-

work to the terminating wireline or wireless unit,

comprising the steps of:

receiving digital wireless frames from the origi-

nating mobile wireless unit at the first (mobile)

switching center;

7
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placing said digital Wireless frames onto a trunk

and routing them from the first (mobile) switch-

ing center to the first gateway;

encapsulating said digital wireless frames s

within network datagram packets and routing

said encapsulated digital wireless voice pack-

ets from the first gateway to the second gate-

way across the data network;

10

unencapsulating said digital wireless frames at

said second gateway and converting said dig-

ital wireless frames into Pulse Code Modulated

(PCM) digital wireline traffic;

15

placing said PCM traffic onto a trunk and rout-

ing it to said second switching center; and

routing said PCM traffic, or analog traffic

derived therefrom, to said terminating unit 20

40
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